To make a tracing, we suggest to use 4 mil plastic from a home improvement or hardware store. You may use any material that will not wrinkle up.

Very important: carpet is stretched when it is snapped into the boat; when it is removed it usually shrinks up so if you trace the carpet when it has shrunk up your boat carpet will not fit. To avoid this problem after you have made your template cut it out and put it back in your boat to verify that the pieces fit correctly.

- Please label bow direction and carpet side up on all pieces.
- The tracing on the plastic is directly used to cut the carpet. What is on the plastic is exactly the shape and size the carpet will be.

If you do not have carpet for your boat and we do not have your template, a tracing can still be made. Take the 4 mil plastic (found at home improvement or hardware stores) and lay it out on the boat where the carpet should lay. Trace the area where the carpet should go.

- Be sure to trace around any hatch doors, handles, table bases, and chair bases.
- Please label bow direction and carpet side up on all pieces.
The tracing on the plastic is directly used to cut the carpet. What is on the plastic is exactly the shape and size the carpet will be. If you need edges straight lined let us know.

Please note that cockpits made from templates are not returnable or refundable as we used your template to make you new material.

Mail your template to:

Matworks
2020 Grassland Pkwy
Alpharetta GA 30004